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PRODUCTION AND DECAY OF 2 ''( 1820) 

Gerald A. Smith, James S. Lindsey, Janice Button-Shafer, 
and Joseph J. Murray 

Lawrence Radiation Labpratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 30, 1964 

ERRATUM 

For footnote 7 substitute the following, so that it reads: 

7. N. Byers and S. Fenster, Phys. Rev. Letters _!!, 52 { 1963). The 

formalism of Prof. Charles Zemach (Department of Physics, University 

of California, priva~e communication) as well as an extension of the 

Byers -Fenster treatment can be applied to the decay process 

* * . 2 { 1820) __.. S ( 15 30) + 1T. ·Large background and statistical limitations 

''< 
(with K'' effects removed) make conclusions difficult; however, results 

are found to be consistent with the n
312

. (or F 
512

, etc.) possibility 

indicated by the analysis of other decay channels discussed in the text • 

. ~ 

.•.• . 
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''c .1. 

Production and Decay of 2'{1820} 1 

Gerald A. Smith, James S. Lindsey, Janice Button-Shafer, 
~nd Joseph J. Murray 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Universi'ty of California 

Berkeley, California 

November 19, 1964 

·' 
· . In a previou'B Letter we presented evidence for the existence of a S = -2 

baryon resonant state produced in K -, p collisions at incident mome~ta of 
1 . . . 

2.45 to 2. 70 BeV/c •. · The mass of the state was reported to be 1810 ± 10 MeV 

with a full width of r ,.., 70 MeV. Based on the observation of decay of this 

state into A° K, it was concluded that the isospin is one -half. Subsequently, 
·.\ 
' 

the Amsterdam-Paris -Saclay group (APS}, analyzing K -, p interactions at : 

3 BeV/c in the· 8i-cm Saclay hydrogen bubble chamber, reported a sig~ificant 

enhancement in their A °K mass distributions at a mass of 1820 ± 7 MeV and 
2 . . . 

interpreted this a.s confirmation of the Berkeley report. However, the APS 

group pointed out certain differences between their data and the Berkeley'data 
I 

related to the existence of alternate decay modes of the resonance. The 

purpose of this Letter is three -fold: ( 1} to report our final data, in some 

c;;tses a factor of two to three greater in statistics, establishing the best 

pai·ameters of the resonance; (2} to relate these results to those of the APS 

group; and {3) to present our results on the spin and parity of the state based 

on the Byers.-Fenster·method of analysis of the angular decay and polarization 

dis tri bu tions of the particle. 
.. 
~ l 

,. 

>'< 
Pr.oduction of :S ' { 1820) 

In Fig. 1 we present our data on the A °KK final states. The Dalitz 

plot contains one point per event for each of the A 9K
0·R? and AQK+r<- final 

·, . 
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3 . 
states. The data are an admixture of events from 2.45 -, 2.55 -, 2.63 -, and 

2. 70 -Be V /c incident momenta. Although the <P Q ( 1020) band on the plot is the 

most striking feature of the data, a broad vertical band from M 2(AK); 3.20 

2 . 2 - 2 
Be V ( 179 0 MeV) to M (AK)-;;; 3.40 Be V ( 1845 MeV) is observed. This effect 

is more clearly demonstrated on the mas·s projections. Both the A (KQ. and 

K Q) and AK- mass projections show a clear peak centered near .1820 MeV 

with an apparent ~idth of r..v60 MeV. In each of the mass projections, events· 

in the ¢ 0
( 1020) band have been removed. Although the AK~K 0 events are not 

useful in establishing the strangeness of the resonance because of the. 

indistinguishability of the K q and K ~, the AK- enhancement ~nambiguously 

establishes the strangeness to be -2. Either enhancement is sufficient to 

establish the isospin to be 1/2. The combined data give a mass of 1817 ± 7 MeV~ 
,.~ 

Alternate decay modes of the :=; ( 1820) consis~ent with the established 

quantum numbers of AK would include configurations of the type ( 1) AK +pions, 

( 2) ::EK ( + pions), and ( 3) ZIT ( + pions). Reactions including ( 1) and. ( 2), 

although sometimes weak statistically, show no enhancements near 1820 MeV. 

>'< 
Turning to ( 3 ), we present data relevant to 'the Z ' ( 1820) in Fig. 2. We confine 

our attention to final states. including Z'K'lT'lT in 2(a) and :SKIT in 2(b,. c). The 

4 body events are observed to fall mainly into four classes: :=:,:,( 1530)K'IT, 

>:: ':c :>!< 4 . 
:S ( 1530)K ( 890), :STIK ( 890), and :SK'lT'lT. Figure 2(a) ·shows the combined 

* . . 
.:S ( 1S30)'1T and A'lT'lT mass distribution indicating those events that also include 

* . . . * . . 
a K ' ( 890). ··Having subtracted the K ( 890) events (shaded), we observe an 

enhancement at ""'1820 MeV. Clearly this enhancement is not statistically 

>'< 
strong. enough to indel?endently establish the Z · ( 1820) resonance, but in light 

,. 

of previous AK distributions, the simplest interpretation of the enhancement 

is an alternate decay mode of the 
:::c: 

:=: ( 1820). The three final states discussed 

I ; 

,, 

1/ 
l. 
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. 0 0 + - ....... - + + - ....... - 0 + 0 . here -Z K ;r 11' , .:::.. K 11' 11' , and .:::.. K 11' 11' -are the only 4 -body final states 

including a :=; which can be unambiguously fitted kinematically. 5 In Fig. 2( b, c) 

·we have plotted the Z11' mass distributions for the z-K+1l'o and ;:::-K 
01!'+ final 

6 * states. Events that also include a K (890) are shaded. The K ( 726) appears 

not to play a significant role in these data. In each of the distributions there 

is a significant enhancement of events near 1820 MeV. We note that in both 

cases the enhance.ment appears to be somewhat broader ("'100 MeV) than· 

observed in the .L\K case. However, as is common i:h the case of broad 

resonances our interpretation of the background has influenced a ·determination 

of the resonance width, and this plus perhaps statistical fluctqations within the 

peaks themselves, may explain this effect. 

Table I summarizes the· reactions presented here and gives important'.· . . ' 

,., 
cross sections and decay rate's for the production and decay of :S ' ( 1820). 

. * Based on these numbers, we find that the relative rates of :=; ( 1820} decay 

·, 

·These cross sections are exclusive of events that may be a cj> ( 1020} or 

K':'( 890). Because our knowledge of the path length for .L\ °K +K- is approximate, 

0- 0 . 
our cross section for (.A K) may be systematically in error by ± 15% •. · The 

.L\K11', ~K, and ~K11' modes apparently play no significant role in the decay of 
,., 

Z ' ( 1820). To obtain the total charge -independent cross section for Z11' and 

::=:':'( 1530)11', we have assumed an isospin of 1/2 for both z'\ 1820) and· ;:::':'( 1530). ·. 

No straightforward correction for unobserved -.:::.,11'11' modes is available, thus 
•' . 

we quote only a lower limit. ;·./ 

In conclusion, in comparison with the APS group's results, we note that · · 
~ . 

our c.ross section of 11.4± 2.6 f-Lb. for .L\K agrees well with·.their value of 

12 ± 5 f-Lb at 3 BeV/c. 
>'< 

Our value of 2.9'± 1.5 f-Lb for Z '( 1530)11' also agrees with· 
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the APS value of< 6.0 ± 2.5 fJ.b. However, we do disagree on the strength of 

the AiT mode, obtaining 10.8 ± 2. 7 fJ.b, compared with< 1.2 ± 0.5 fJ.b for the 

APS group. This disagreement may result from ( 1) statistics - our sample 
+ 0 

includes 737 :=;-Ko iT+ events compared to 129 for the APS group, (2) in our 

analysis, an overgenerous estimate of the A iT contribution over the background, 

or (3) our possible observation of an energy-dependent distortion of the decay 

amplitudes. Lastly, we point out enhancements in the .L\. 0 (K 0 and K0 ) and 

A-iTo mass distributions at 1705 MeV [Figs. 1 and 2(c)]. The possible existence 

of yet another :::;':' state with this mass will be pursued in future experiments. 

, .. 
Spin and Parity of·:=;,.( 1820) 

A resonance of spi~ J can be completely described in its initial spin 

state by 1/2( 2J + 1) 2 .:. 1 independent parameters; these can be determined 

experimentally from the angular distribution of de.cay and from the angular 

dependence of each of the decay fermion's polarization components. The 

''· ., 
' 

complexity of these distributions determines the minimum J value that can be 

assigned to the resonance. The intrinsic parity·of the resonance relative to 

the decay fer·mion determines the orbital angular momentum permitted for the 

final state; the particular 1. wave (J + 1/2 or J - 1/2) has no effect on the 

distributions of longitudinal and transverse components of polarization except 

determination of algebraic signs in the latter. 
.. , + 0 

The :::;··( 1820) - A-1To and .L\.K decays have been analyzed by applying 

the Byers -Fenster formalism. 7 · Jnitial spin-state parameters such as 

( \ r' . -1/2 · ( 2 2) ' .. 
t 10 = Sz/ LJ(J+1)] ,. • and t 20 a. 3Sz - S were evaluated from decay. 

' 2 . 
·distributions. These ·were used to form X 1s testing spin arid parity: 

'-

... 

" \ 
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G. d H h . . d ll . d l b . d Here an are t e appropr1ate error n1.atr1ces, an t an t are o ta1ne 

from coefficients of longl.tudinal and transverse polarization components, 

. 8 
respectively • 

. Results on spin and parity are given in Table II. It can be seen that the 

resonant (plus background} events require a spin greater than 1/2 in all 

channels, but do not require a spin greater than 3/2 except in .the .L\.K 0 channel 

(where the small number of events with <!> subtracted could be responsible for 

large values of spin x2
) .. The resonant events in all channels give better x2> 

values for 3/2- than for 3/2 + parity. The background events also require a 

"spin" greater than 1/2, but perhaps not so firmly as do the resonant events; 

parity discrimination for the background is almost nonexistent, with .slightly 

2 I + lower X values for 3 2 • The evidence here is exceedingly weak because of 
~ . 

the large background in the ::::'''< 1820}· decay channels, but may point to n
3

;
2 ,., 

as the state of the :=: ' ( 1820}. (We assume the Z and .L\. parities to be the 

same.) 

The authors wish to acknowledge the skillful. contributions of the bubble 

chamber and scanning and measuring groups. Special thanks go to. 

Mrs. Paul Grannis and Mr. William Donovan for their aid with data reduction. 

We also ackno,wledge the continuing support of Professor Luis W. Alvarez. 

, .. 
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1 1' 1 1 

from two -prong, one -vee events. 

4. Reference 1 indicates the basic characteristics of the AKmr final states· 

and therefore they are not discus sed here.-

5. Three other 4-body final states are possible: :S-K+,ro 1r 0 , Z°K 0 1r0 1T 0 , 

and :S°K+ 1T -,.o. These cannot be fitted directly, due to the presence of 
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ambiguous with interpretations involving an incident negative pion 

.' 
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... 
Table I. Experimental production. and decay rates of::::··· (1820) for 3- anci 

-4-body final states at incident K momenta of 2.45, 2.55, 2.63, and 2. 70 

BeV /c. 
. . 8 

Cross sections are based on a total path length of 4.5X 10 em 

(approximately 2/3 of this for~? .L\.°K+K- and .L\.°K+K-'1T 0
) •. 

: 

No. corrected ·'· 
Reaction No. observed for neutral (J (}J.b) 

o/< ........ {1820)a o.=. 
decay 

AOKOKO 341r27<j>- K~K£ 
214 non-<P 

811 51.9 15 

A°K+K- .357 535 -51.3 7 
...... - + 0 .:=. K '1T 253 379 24.3 9 
:::;-Ko"IT + 485 624 39.9 7 
>-<0 + -,:::. K '1T. Uncertain 

zoKo"ITo Not analyzed 

~oKOKo Only ~°K~K~ 
analyzed 

~oK+K- 54 81 7.8 

l z-K+Ko. 36 108 6.9 
z+KoK- ·15 45 2.9 ! . • '. 
A°K°K-'1T + 12 54 3.5 

r 

< 2 
A °K+Ko'1T- 8 36 2.3 

A °K+K-'1T 0 31 47. - 4.5 

A OKOKO'ITO 4 54 3.5 ) 

~- + + - ... 
,::.K"IT iT 61. 92 

.· 5.91 t :~(1530)n 
""'"'-Ko + o 60. .. ~ 7l' Tr 180 11.5 12 4 ,::.iTiT 

Z°K 0 1r + - 34 153 9. 8 } iT 

...... - + 0 0 .:=. K iT iT Not analyzed 

...... oK+ - o Not analyzed 
, ,::. '1T iT I 

zoKo11'o11'o Not analyzed 

ZKK1r Not analyzed· 
: 

a ::~ ,. 
Non-<j>, K (890) on~y 
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Decay 
mode 

.... - 0 

.:::. 1T 

-- + .:::. 1T 

AK-

Mass 
band 

1775-1925 

1775-1925a 

b 
Background 

1775-1925 

1775-1925a 

c 
Background 

1775-1850d 

. e 
Background 

1775-1850d 

~ . e 
Background 

Table II. Spin-parity results. 

No. of 
events 

81 

29 

48 

116 

2.9 

40 

38 

83 

33 

33 

Spin 
2 2 

X (1/2) X (3/2) 

(f = 24) 

~:.64 

848 

174 

103 

126 

29 

298 

446. 

520 

346 

(f = 15) 

13 

18 

24 

19 

39 

17 

24 

16 

62 

31 

~ ~ 

(f = 4) 

12.8 

5.6 

7.1 

11.7 

11.5 . 

1.'0 

4.8 

2.6 

5.4 

4.7. 

Parity 

(f = 4) 

11.7 

1.1 
~ 

4.7 

4.9 

- 1.0 

2.9 

5.4 

2.8 

14.5 

;) 

' 

a Lower half (K··· and low -mass Krr} of the ~-·· ( 1820) band removed. This is 
' • . ... t .. 

necessary to remove K.,. {890) events and ~imultaneously avoid distortion 

* . of ~ decay distributions. 
'" 

b Events with a Zrr ma.ss of 1575-1675, 1725-1775, .and 1925-2000 MeV in-

eluded. The 1675-1725 region is avoided due to ·possible existence of reso-. 
, .. 

nance at 1705 MeV •. (K'' and low-mass Kil' events could not be removed 

because of limited statistics.) 

c Events with a A1T mass of 1575~1775 and 1925-2000 MeV included, with K>:< 

and low-mass Krr eve·nts removed. 

d Narrow portion of the AKband: containing overlapping cj> ev:ents removed. 
J . ~ . . . . . 

€l Events with il.Kma~s ol 172.5-1775 and 1850-1925 MeV included, with cj> event'd 

deleted in AK 0 but not in A °K- (because of statistic.allimitations). 
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. 
·. o o-o 

Dalitz plot and mass projections for the reactions A K K · (341 

,J 

point per event is plotted, whereas on the projection, both AK 0 and 

AK 0 values are plotted. Events with a <P [1000::;;; M(KK) ~ 1040 MeV] 

are not included in the projections. The envelopes on the Dalitz plot are 

for incident momenta of 2.45 and 2.70 BeV/c. · 

...... -· 0 + 0 . . and .::. K ,. ,. reactlons. Shaded events also include a ~~:~ [860 :;; M(K'!T) :;; 

920 MeV] for all Iz· = ± 1/2 Krr combinations. The curve is our best esti-

·'· 
mate of the background for the non-K··· events. {b, c) A'!T mass projections 

. . . 
. .......- 0 + ...... - + 0 for the reactlons .::. K ,. and .::. K ,. . Shaded events also include a 

K~:~ [850::; M(K'!T):;; 950 MeV]. The curves are our best estimates of the 

background for all data. 

'-'· 
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